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Downtown might
host new dorms
Colleen Koperek
Journal Staff

Colleen Koperek- Journal Staff

Suffolk’s potential real estate purchase would combine the buildings located at 10 West St. and 515
Washington St. The current condo-style apartments would be converted to house 270 students.

Profs campaign for contracts
John S. Forrester
Journal Staff
After forming nearly two years
ago, the Suffolk Affiliated Faculty,
a union representing the universi
ty's adjunct faculty members, has
submitted a contract proposal to
the administration petitioning for
higher pay and increased access to
health care.
"Adjunct faculty can be the
ghosts
of
the
university.
Sometimes we don't even get rec
ognized for being here. A thank
you would be nice, some sort of
recognition.
We are working professors and
teachers, we have real world expe
rience," said Kenneth Martin, a
master lecturer in photography
who is a founding member of the
union.
For years, part-time professors
have been working at Suffok for
low wages, minimal benefits, and
little chance for tenure, Martin
said.
Contract negotiations between
unions that represent adjunct pro
fessors and university administra
tions can take up to two years or
longer, detailed Martin, citing
Emerson College as a recent
example.
Typically a union submits a
propsal and waits for the adminis

tration to offer a counter-proposal.
In 2001 adjuncts at Emerson
voted to unionize and agreed upon
a contract with that institution's
administration in 2004 raising
wages and increasing benefits.
Since Emerson's part-time staff
unionized, Suffolk has offered
adjuncts increases in wages more
frequently and shortened the
amount of years needed to obtain
university-provided health insur
ance from 10 to seven years. The
Boston Globe reported in January

2006.
Although there has been some
progress for adjuncts in the past
few years, the union and many
other adjuncts feel there is much to
be desired in their employment sit
uation.
Despite repeated attempts to
contact members of the adminis
tration's negotiating team calls
were not returned and an official
from Suffolk's Office of Public
Affairs said they were not at liber-

see CONTRACTS, page 4
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“Ghosts of the university” no more. The Suffolk Affiliated Faculty
union submitted a contract proposal to administration in hopes of
receiving higher pay and health care.

Following the rejected plans of
Suffolk University's plan to build
a dorm at 20 Somerset St., the
newly formed Task Force has
shown interest in purchasing a
building, located at 10 West St. to
convert into a dorm that would
house 270 students.
The building, currently being
renovated fi-om office space into
studio, one and two bedroom con
dos, is located in the Ladder
District section of Downtown
Crossing, just steps away from
Emerson College's Little Building
Residence Hall at 80 Boylston and
the proposed Paramount Center on
Washington Street, which would
include a residence hall housing
270 students and is to be complet
ed in fall of 2009.
10 West St. has a total assessed
value for the 2007 fiscal year of
$5,772,500. 515 Washington St.,
now part of 10 West St, was
appraised for $3,732,000, accord
ing to figures on the city of
Boston's website posted on Jan. 1,
2006.
Gordon King, Senior Director
of Facilities Planning and
Management, said that although
the Administration does not yet
know the total costs of the project,
it "looks like it will be better for
the University than 20 Somerset."
Continuing, King said, "our goal
is in line with what [John] Nucci
said in the Globe [Thursday,
March 14] that we plan to move in
2007-2008 school year."
According to Michael Feeley,
In-House Council for Real Estate
Development, there are no esti
mates available for the cost of
either the building or renovations.
Feeley sees the location in
Downtown Crossing as reinforc
ing Suffolk's commitment to the
Tremont Street Corridor.
"In the past, Suffolk's develop
ment on the Tremont Street
Corridor has shown wide benefits
to the area, such as increasing
activity, making the area safer. The
Law School and the dorms at 150
have served as a catalyst for revi
talization." When asked if the
addition of another dorm to the
area would create a student neigh
borhood, Feeley responded that he
didn't see it as such, and noted that
the dorm would "benefit the vital
ity of the area, benefit retailers, put
more eyes on the street, and make
it safer. It revitalizes an area of the
neighborhood."
King echoed these sentiments,
saying, "I think it's a positive for
the neighborhood; there will be

lots of positive synergy with stu
dents living there, 24 hours a day,
seven days a week with ground
floor uses [in the building]. It's a
great opportunity for the neighbor
hood."
"We're in the preliminary
stages of talks [right now]," said
Feeley. He stressed that the pro
posed purchase has not been offi
cially
announced
by
the
University. However, if Suffolk
were to buy the building, Feeley
said that only minor alterations
would be needed to convert the
condos into suite style dorms.
The plan to purchase 10 West
St. would be a part of Suffolk's
plan to house 50 percent of under
graduates in the next 10 years. By
adding 270 beds to 771 in 150 and
Miller Hall, 22.3 percent of stu
dents would have the option of liv
ing in on-campus housing.
"Ideally, we would like to be
able the house 50 percent of our
undergraduate students within the
next 10 years. It's keeping in line
with other universities in the area,
and we would like to offer more
opportunities," Vice President of
Government and Community
Affairs, John Nucci, said in refer
ence to the 10-year plan.
"It's an area that promises to be
very exciting. Students bringing
activity is a catalyst for revitaUzation...students bring activity and
vitality to an area that hasn't had
that. It's our goal to have students,
as always, live in peaceable exis
tence with their neighbors. We see
Suffolk students as a plus for the
area," said Nucci
The 10 West St. property is
actually comprised of two build
ings: 10 West St. and the now
adjacent 515 Washington St.,
according to a constmction work
er who asked not to be named. The
worker stated that the current
prices for the units start in the low
$300,000. He said that the build
ing has four passenger elevators
and one freight elevator; nine
floors, including a basement, sub
basement and commercial store
front space on the first floor. King
affirmed this, saying that the first
floor storefront on the Washington
Street side will be leased as com
mercial space, whereas the West
St. side will be a student common
area.
The building also has "high
ceilings, new windows, central
heat and air, nice cabinets, and
some units have stained glass ceil
ings with lights behind them,"
according to the construction
worker. He did not know what

see

10 WEST, page 12
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Conference features
journalism heavyweights
Todd Olsson
Journal Staff

The Department of Communication and
Journalism is hosting a two-day conference
The Centennial concert has officially been canceled. According to senior Courtney entitled "Journalism in the Changing Media
Sprague, the university was unable to hire an artist to perform at the concert. The World." Beginning March 26, more than 20
university had hired an agent in order to procure the artist for the concert, but he noted joumahsts from print media, broadcast
failed to do so. Sprague claimed that the major reason the university was unable to news and the Internet will meet at Suffolk
procure a band was due to lack of communication on the part of the agent. "The University's C. Walsh Theatre to discuss the
agent wasn't receptive," said Sprague, claiming that the agent never got back to the challenges and opportunities that exist in
university about the progress of the concert. The agent reportedly extended offers to today's media world.
a number of artists though none of them accepted. Offers were reportedly refused
The first panel, speaking at 10 a.m. on
due to insufficient money offered and tour dates that conflicted with the concert, Monday, focuses on opportunities in
claimed Sprague. She does not believe that the university is at fault for the cancel American newspapers. Among the speakers
lation of the concert, however, stating that more money to offer the artists would is Marty Baron, Editor in Chief of The Boston
Globe. In 2004, Baron was named Editor of
have been helpful, but was not the sole reason the concert did not take place.
Ian Griffner the Year by The National Press Foundation.
During his tenure as an editor, the Globe
has won two PuUtzer Prizes. Editor of The
Journalism Department honors alumnus
Denver Post Gregory Moore, Poynter
The Communications and Journalism Department at Suffolk University will be Institute Visiting Fellow Ellen Soeteber, and
hosting its Tenth Annual Alumni Awards Banquet as part of the University's Neiman Foundation for Journalism Curator
Bob Giles will fill out the panel, with Puhtzer
Centennial Partnership Services Sunday, March 25 from 6-9 p.m.
The 2007 Alumnus of the Year award will be presented to Shawn Middleton, Prize winning columnist Eileen McNamara
Director of Public Affairs at Vinfen Corporation in Cambridge, Mass. The non-profit moderating.
organization provides services to people that are challenged with mental illnesses,
Yahoo columnist Margo Howard, "Radio
mental retardation, and behavioral health disabilities. Among the services provided Open Source" publisher Christopher Lydon
are psychiatric rehabilitation, residential and living support and support for famiiies. and "Economic Principles" publish David
Middleton earned his B.S.J. in 1990 and his M.A. in 2001. Previously, he was the Warsh will discuss the growing world of
director of Community and Public Affairs at Beverly Hospital. Middleton was also internet joumahsm.
active in public affairs at the Lahey Clinic and the Massachusetts Eye and Ear
The late afternoon panel at 3:30 p.m. con
Infirmary.
cerns new challenges of investigative journal

Sounds of Silence: Centennial concert shut down

Natalie Jacobson will be the recipient of the Centennial Lifetime Achievement
Award. Jacobson Joined WCVB in 1972 as a reporter, becoming an anchor for the
channel's midday newscast the same year. In 1976, she became the first female
evening news anchor in Boston when she became co-anchor of Newscenter 5.
Newscenter 5 has won several New England Emmy's for best newscast with
Jacobson at the helm, as well as awards from the Associated Press. In 1990, the
United Press International honored Newscenter 5 as having the nation's best news
cast. Before her work with WCVB, the Chicago native was a producer and public
affairs director for WBZ-TV. Natalie Jacobson received her Bachelor of Arts degree
from the University of New Hampshire and holds honorary degrees from several insti
tutions.
Todd Olsson

CSN Fashion Show celebrates carnival
On Saturday, March 24 the Caribbean Student Network will host its annual fash
ion show. Each year CSN, one of the oldest student organizations at Suffolk, per
forms a themed fashion show to celebrate Suffolk's diversity and the appreciation of
different cultures. This year's theme is Carnival: A Celebration of Cuiture and Life and
will include students modeling not only clothes of fashion, but an even deeper mean
ing - a dispiay of diversity. The show will begin at 7 p.m. in the C. Walsh Theatre.
Tickets are $6 and are available at the Hub and at the door the night of the show.
Continuing with the theme of diversity throughout Suffolk's Unity Week, the
Counseling Center is sponsoring a discussion on race in America entitled "Race is the
Place" to be held on Monday, March 26. The event, which will take place in The Poetry
Center of the Sawyer Library from 1-2:30 p.m., is a visual and verbal performance of
artists, poets, rappers and stand-up comedians. It will include a variety of speakers
and acts and will Inspire many emotions as the event is said to be funny, angry and
enthralling for the audience. The emotionally explosive issue of stereotypes and the
ugly truth of multiculturalism will be explored through humor and poetry. The comic
monologues include performances and readings by Danny Hoch, Kate Rigg,
Hawaiian poet Haunani-Kay Trask, Arab-American Ahmed Ahmed, as well as visual
artists Michaei Ray Charles, Ben Sakoguchi, Enrique Chagoya, Betye Saar, Faith
Ringgold and Paula de Joie.
Tara Lachapelle

50 Employers expected at Job Fair
Suffolk University students graduating from the College of Arts & Sciences and the
Sawyer Business School are invited to Connections 2007, a job fair from 4-6 p.m. on
March 22 in the Ridgeway gym. Face-to-face connections are virtually guaranteed
with a multitude of business, non-profit organizations and government agencies.
Approximately 50 employers are expected to attend Connections 2007. Among
them are Avon, Blue Cross Blue Shield, the Boston Police Department, Citibank, the
FBI, John Hancock, Northwestern Mutual and State Street.
Todd Olsson
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ism. Speakers include Walter Robinson, Jim
Taricana and Daniel Golden. Robinson is the
former head of The Boston Globe's investiga
tive Spotlight Team, which conducted a
Pulitzer Prize winning investigation of the
2003 Catholic Church crisis.
Taricani is an investigative reporter for
WJAR-TV in Providence who recently
served a six-month federal sentence for refus
ing to reveal a source. Golden is a Pulitzer
Prize winning reporter for The Wall Street
Journal.
On Tuesday, a Broadcast News Panel will
speak at 10 a.m. Natalie Jacobson, a long
time anchor for Chaimel 5 News, and RD
Sahl, Chief Anchor at New England Cable
News, will lead the panel. Jacobson became
the first female evening-news anchor in
Boston in 1976, and Newscenter 5 has won
nearly every top broadcasting honor with her
as anchor.
The event closes with an Opinion
Journalism Panel at 1:30 p.m.
Joan
Vennochi, an opinion columnist for The
Boston Globe, Derrick Jackson of The Boston
Globe, Froma Harrop of The Providence
Journal, and Peter Gelziniz of The Boston
Herald make up the panel.
Jackson is a five-time winner and ten-time
finalist for the National Association of Black
Joumahsts in pohtics and sports. The panel
wiU be moderated by National Book Award
winner James CarroU.

Unity Week events show
off Suffolk’s community
Erin Riley
Journal Contributor

Celebrating its 16th anniversary this year
is Suffolk University's Unity Week, recogniz
ing diversity throughout the Suffolk commu
nity. The weeklong hst of events encourages
students, faculty and staff to celebrate
through activities, lectures, open classes and
dialogue.
"Unity Week 2007- Many Perspectives,
One Vision," rans through March 19-29 in
which various clubs and organizations partic
ipate in various ways, from WSUB TV sta
tion's documentary about diversity at Suffolk
University titled "Project Unity," to the open
Sociology 228A class on Cultural Diversity
& Human Need: Disabihties and Human
Rights with Professor Deb Cohan.
Planning for this annual event begins as
early as October, where anywhere between
30-40 committee members discuss the theme,
which then continues throughout the year in
open forum biweekly meetings.
"I think it enriches the educational and
social experience for everyone; students, fac
ulty and staff alike," says Bessie Chuang,
Unity Week's plaiming committee chair from
the Office of Student Activities and Service
Learning. "It's been incredibly rewarding to
see the automatic buy-in that people have
towards Unity Week and just the enthusiasm
that the community has demonstrated for this
initiative."
Students, faculty and staff throughout the
campus participate in various ways. In recent
years, says Chuang, faculty members have

helped promote the event by requesting the
Passport Program, encouraging students to
attend as part of their class assignments or for
extra credit. Many faculty members open
their classes to students not registered, says
Chuang. "This gives students not registered
in their classes an opportunity to sit in-leam
something different related to diversity- per
haps spark an interest in a class that they can
select in future semesters," she said.
In 1991 the program incorporated six to
seven programs sponsored by the Student
Activities office, where only a few depart
ments and clubs and organizations participat
ed. It has since grown tremendously, as it
includes 36 events this year.
According to Chuang, anywhere from
250-400 students have been a part of the pro
gram over the last couple of years. This
includes students from clubs and organiza
tions coordinating their own events, and stu
dents who participate in the events and attend
the Unity Week fair or the Showcase.
Unity Week will celebrate the end of its
week of events at 7 p.m. on March 29 in the
C. Walsh Theater with the Unity Week
Showcase, where members of the campus
express their diversity through song, dance
and theatrical performances.
Unity Week is complex in its offerings and
in the knowledge and understanding offered
to its students, but simple in its goal: to pro
vide students and faculty the opportunity to
share their differences, enhance their relation
ships and to grow as a community.
A full hst of events can be found at
www.suffolk.edu/unityweek.
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Poet Kingston returns
as visiting schoiar
Tara Lachapelle
Journal Staff

This week Suffolk welcomes Maxine
Hong Kingston as a returning distinguished
visiting scholar. Kingston, a renowned
author and poet, will be speaking in a series
of lectures and public events this week, as
well as visiting classes and participating in
some roundtable.
The Chinese-American writer has
received numerous awards and recognitions
in the literary world, such as the National
Book Critics Circle Award, the National
Book Award and the National Humanities
Medal, which was awarded to her by the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
Kingston's most popular books include,
"China Men," "Tripmaster Monkey,"
"Hawaii One Summer" and "The Woman
Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among
Ghosts" (included as part of the curriculum
for Integrated Studies courses).
Her life is said to be a story in its own as
she enchants readers and audiences with her
words. One of her most famous non-fiction
pieces, "The Fifth Book of Peace," was writ
ten after the original manuscript entitled
"The Fourth Book of Peace" was lost in the
Oakland Hills fire of 1991. After spending
two years working on the manuscript,
Kingston had to start from scratch to once
again create an amazing literary piece,
which became a continuation of the myth
that three books of peace once existed in
China that contained methods for ending

war. This book, along with several others by
Kingston, will be integrated into this week's
event topics.
On Thursday, March 22 Kingston will be
in The Poetry Center in the Sawyer Library
from noon to 1 p.m. She wiU return to take
part in a discussion panel from 3 to 4 p.m.
on "The Artist, the University and Society"
in the David Sargent Hall as part of the
"Scholarship and Application" Conference
this week.
Kingston will be joining the New York
Times Best-Selling Author James Carroll
and Robert Brastein, the founding director
of the Yale Repertory and American
Repertory Theatres. Both are distinguished
Visiting Scholars in Residence as well.
They have been recipients of numerous
awards and will be part of a panel on Friday
whose discussion topic will be war, peace,
and Iraq and Vietnam. This panel will take
place in the David Sargent Hall from 10:30
a.m. to noon
Lastly, on Friday evening at 5:30 p.m.
Kingston will return to The Poetry Center
for readings from several of her books,
including "Veterans of War, Veterans of
Peace." Kingston's host through the events
is Fred Marchant, Professor of English and
Director of Creative Writing and The Poetry
Center, and Dean Kenneth Greenberg of
CAS will be the moderator of the discussion
panels.
The events are open to the Suffolk com
munity and all are welcome to come and
hear from Maxine Hong Kingston.

Photo courtesy of Writer’s Garret

Maxine Hong Kingston will be featured in a number of lectures and public events
throughout the week, which will culminate In a reading from her book "Veterans of
War, Veterans of Peace” on Friday, March 23.

A graduate business degree.
Just the way you want it.
BENTLEY

PORTFOLIO

360

Comprehensive Graduate Business Programs
■

.....

become an AHANA Peer Mentor

Presenting the new Bentley Portfolio 360 - Integrating business,
technology, ethics and global understanding, focused through
experiential learning.

‘Ai^ ivcpentMt that could mpact a

Flexible. Customize your program around your career
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goals and academic background. Focus your degree with
multiple concentrations and dual-degree options.

Wz believe students are uniquely qualified to help other
students with their transition into college thmugh friendship,
encouragement and support.

Personal. Participate in classes on campus and online.
With courses offered primarily in the evening, our programs
accommodate your schedule.
Powerful. Accelerate your career with a degree from

Become a Peer Mentor!

Learn more about the AHANA Peer Mentor program by
attending an information session on:

Wednesday, March 28,2007 @ 1 pm, 73 Tremont St, 6th Floor, Room-686
Thursday, April 12,2007 @.3pm, 110 Archer, Munce Conference Room

one of the country’s top-ranked business schools.
Business majors earn an MBA in as few as 12 courses.

Apply now for
September enrollment.
Visit www.bentley^^u
or call 1.S00.442.GRAD

Refreshments will be served
Sponsored by the Office ofRetention Services, Office ofDiversity Services and Ballolti Learning Center
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Temporary ban leaves minors out in the coid
Janssen McCormick
Journal Staff

Two months into the Mayor's Office of
Consumer Affairs and Licensing's
(MOCAL) temporary ban on under-21 club
nights and shows, it appears that MOCAL
director Patricia Malone is closing in on a
new under-21 policy.
Chief among the proposed long-term
changes is an 11 p.m. last call for 18+
events, a change wrought when MOCAL
softened January's initial total ban in
February.
Malone promised a new policy "by the
end of March" in the Boston Phoenix's
March 10 edition, yet calls to MOCAL this
week were answered by a spokesperson in
City Hall's press office stating, "there are no
updates to club policy."
Meanwhile those most impacted by the
new ordinance, musicians, promoters, and
club-goers (a Facebook group protesting the
regulations counted 5,217 members as of
March 20) are speaking out against the rea

sons for the policy change and the ban itself.
Violence on Lansdowne Street, including
three stabbings from November 2006
through
January, was the major impetus for the
ban in addition to some venues' repeated
violation of the one 18+ show per week
limit, according to a MOCAL spokesperson.
However, local promoter and head of
Teenage Disco Bloodbath Records, a local
independent label, Jonah Livingston
believes that the club ban does little to stop

violence as, "18-21 year olds that were
attending night clubs aren't just going to stop
partying and sit at home doing homework."
This view is shared by Pat Faherty,
Berklee junior and member of local hard
core act, 26 Beers, who said, "the mayor
doesn't seem to get that youth violence is not
a product of shows. Tragedy caused by
drinking will not be solved by banning cars,
and youth violence will not be stopped
because they can't go to shows anymore."
Speculating that young adults who are
unable to drink at clubs
are much more likely to
attend non-legal parties
where they can easily
procure
alcohol,
Livingston feels the
measures taken by the
city are not a reasonable
solution to the problem.
He also doubts that 18-20
club goers were "any
more or less responsible

for violence than adults a
couple years their senior."
In terms of its unpact
on the local scene,
Livingston, Faherty and
Harvard junior cum
Revocation
bassist
Anthony Buda spoke of
their long term involve
ment and the positive
impact local shows have
had on their lives and
careers.
Faherty in particular
began attending shows at
12. Reflecting on the
effect of hve music on his
hfe, Livingston says he
wonders where he might
be today without attend
ing shows as a teenager.
"Any restriction on
age in reference to art is

hugely
Photos courtesy of Alex Kelly

Clubs that once featured 18+ or all ages shows are now forced to cancel events after a temporary
city-wide ban. The city hopes to prevent youth violence by placing new regulations on club owners.

detrimental...Seeing my
favorite bands playing in
church basements or

American Legion halls as a teenager is what
shaped my values and passions today."
In response to the ban, Buda and his band
are continuing their policy of accepting and
booking "as many [all-ages] basement and
DIY shows as possible." Buda commented
regarding, the dearth of 18+ shows in
Boston, "with the exception of the ultra-rare,
quality Lansdowne show if you wanna see
good metal tours that aren't 21+, you're
gonna at least have to go to Cambridge, but
most of the time to Worcester."
According to Livingston, the city across
the river is not much more receptive to the
under-21 crowd, waging a "quieter war on
all-ages shows," with policies, "worse than
Boston's new 21+ initiative.. .The 'Peoples
Republic' no longer offers temporary enter
tainment licenses for all-ages events, as far
as I know."
Where in the past one could rent a
YMCA or other hall for an all-ages show,
"within the last year or two Cambridge has
forced any promoter trying to do such an
event through the proper legal channels to
make it 17+. These are events with no alco
hol served and only music," Livingstone
said. Faherty sees the deeper problem of
gang violence ignored by Mayor Menino
while wondering what might happen if the
city made an effort to "tackle the real prob
lems of the city and go after gangs and actu
ally pump up police forces instead of creat
ing commissions to "review" everything"
Faherty also sees publicity as a motive
speculating that "the mayor's doing this to
try and look decisive" while scapegoating
Boston's transient population of 18-20 year
old students who "can't vote locally" on
issues such as the club ordinance.
Though Livingston believes the ordi
nance creates more problems for the city by,
"pushing music further underground and
into the house parties and non-legal venues
that the city has been railing against for
years."
He also finds a positive if, "the ban on
18+ shows leads to more people working
hard on DIY shows, wherever they may be,
then more power to it. It's just too bad that's
how it has to happen."

Part timers formally request contractual benefits
CONTRACTS from page 1__________

ty to comment directly on the issue.
"The university is negotiating in good
faith with the Suffolk Affiliated
Faculty/American Association of University
Professors.
At this time we caimot comment on the
details of the discussion or the positions of
the parties as negotiations are on-going,"
said Rosemarie Sansone, spokesperson for
the Administration.
Following in Emerson's path, members
of Suffolk's faculty led by adjunct philoso
phy professor Robert Rosenfeld began
moves to organize in mid-2005 when he and
other adjuncts sent out letters to fellow staff
members appealing for them to join togeth
er. Working with the American Association
of University Professors based in
Washington D.C., the part-timers went to
the National Labor Relations Board to offi
cially unionize as the Suffolk Affiliated
Faculty.
The union formed a negotiating commit
tee last year to go over the adjuncts' propos
als and draft a contract, Martin said.
Among the chief issues mentioned in the
contract are job security, access to health
care, and wages, though specific details on

the part-timers' demands are unavailable as
negotiations are underway.
"We think we have the perfect contract,"
posited Martin.
Because many adjuncts have busy sched
ules in their professional lives outside of
school, Martin explained, many part-time
professors - himself included - often do not
get the chance to immerse themselves in the
life and culture of the university.
When he began teaching at Suffolk in the
1980's, Martin was working as a freelance
photographer while lecturing once a week.
"It became a lot of teaching," Martin
said, "it was affecting my fi-eelance work,
but I liked it. I had more of a commitment to
teaching."
While he realized that teaching had
become a significant part of his life, it was
n't until Martin went on a trip in 2000 to
Cuba sponsored by the Government
Department that he began to network with
fellow staff members.
"I made friends there and that's when I
began realizing that there's a greater life to
the university and that I should be more
involved," he said. Around four or five years
ago, Martin said he began to question his sit
uation as an adjunct professor.
"You go on, do what you do.. .you begin

to question, am I getting paid enough? Is it
working? What can I do to improve condi
tions and still make a living wage?"
Robert Rosenfeld, president of Suffolk
Affiliated Faculty, told the Boston Business
Journal in March 2005 that adjuncts earn
around $2,400 to $3,600 per course, adding
that he would like to raise that figure to a
minimum of $4,000 per three-credit course.
Currently, adjunct professors are only
allowed to teach two courses per semester,
Martin said, though can take on more if
given special permission from a dean.
"I think it's the first time that adjuncts
that carry a large weight of the teaching at
Suffolk will finally get the respect and
financial support they have always
deserved," said a part-time professor in the
English Department who supplements her
income through freelance writing.
"Certainly no one could live on what
adjuncts are paid. That's what complicates
our position."
Other professors quarried about the issue
seemed either unaware of the contract nego
tiations (though aware of the union) or skep
tical of the proceedings in general.
"There are a group of us who haven't
actually joined yet. I'm waiting to see what
the benefits will be," said an adjunct profes

sor in the Education department who wished
to remain unnamed.
Many of those interviewed remarked that
making a living as an adjunct is difficult in
general, regardless of the university's
administration or location.
"It's tough to support yourself anywhere
as a full-time adjunct, let alone in Boston,"
said Jim Araujo, an adjunct in the Chemistry
Department who also works at Revere High
School.
"It wasn't common knowledge to me, but
everyone I've met in academia seemed to
know that adjunct-ing is not a full-time
thing. It sounded to me that Suffolk was not
the exception to the rule."
This month, the Suffolk Affiliated
Faculty is holding a health care conference
on March 27 in the Sawyer Library Poetry
Center to address the upcoming state-wide
insurance requirement and the union's nego
tiating team is discussing how the conver
sion to a four-credit system wiU impact
adjuncts' pay and work-load with the admin
istration.
The Suffolk Affiliated Faculty is hosting
a Health care Foram on March 27 at 1 p.m.
in the Sawyer Library Poetry Center, which
will feature a panel of experts.
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M^u:cli 26 - 27, 2007
C. Walsh Theatie, 55 Temple St, Boston
Join us for a lively two-day interactive conference featming local and national print,
broadcast and online jomnalists
Monday, March 26, 2007
10 a.in. - noon. Newspaper Journalisin
1:30 - 3:30 p.m., Internet/Online Journalism
3:30 p.ni. - 5 p.ni. - New Challenges to Investigative Journalism
Tuesday, Maich 27, 2007
10 a.m. - 11:30 a.ni., Broadcast News Panel
1:30 p.ni. - 3 p.m., Opinion Journalism

Scheduled to appear:
Boston Globe columnists Joaii Vemiochi and Denick Jackson
Boston Herald columnist Peter Gelzinis
WC\TB-T\^ Channel 5 anchor Natalie Jacobson
New England Cable News anchor R.D. Said
Emily Rooney, host and executh e editor ofWGBH's Greater Boston
Chiistopher Lydon, publisher of Radio Open Source
Boston Globe Editor Mait^^ Baion
Denver Post Editor Greg Moore
Niemou Foundation for Jouiiiahsm, Curator Bob Giles
Foiiner Editor of St. Louis Post Dispatch, Ellen Soeteber
Intemet Columnist Da^id Waish
Boston Globe Spotlight Team, Foiiner Editor Walter Robinson
Irn’estigath e Reporter MdAR-T\’^. Jim Taiicani
Puhtzer Piize Winning M"all Street Jouiiial Report, Daniel Golden
Providence Journal Im estigativ e Reiiorter and Piditzer Piize Winner, Tracy Breton
Pulitzer Piize Mlnning Columnist Eileen McNamara
'vVWWWVSAA^VWiA'VvVvV-

RSVP: 617.573.8236
For up-to-date iiiformatioii and a hst of paiiehsts, go to
littp:/Av^vw. suffolk.edu/college/17949.1itml
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staff Editorial
Is it important for prospective journalists to leam how to write and
edit for AP style? No doubt, good on you Suffolk for teaching us that.
But what about the rest of the copy editing requirement? Sizing
wheels, picas, mlers and such? Irrelevant, as all papers today (student
or professional) are laid out on desktop publishers such as
QuarkXPress and Adobe InDesign. So why does Suffolk's copy edit
ing course focus on the ancient art of layout by hand?
Barring an apocalyptic power outage, in which case we'll proba
bly curse our ovra inattention in copy editing as we scramble to lay
out The Bartertown Picayune by hand with the threat of entering
Thunderdome with Master Blaster should we miss deadline, it's hard
to see why any student going into journalism would need to leam the
archaic "skills" the Conraiunications and Journalism Department sic
on us. Do math majors slave over abaci, did the Biology Department
drop Marine Science in favor of a Chrysopoeia track that we're not
aware of to better prepare the alchemists of tomorrow?
Few majors understand the sheer frustration facing us, but when it
comes to dealing with archaic equipment and curriculum us journal
ism majors feel the pain comp sci majors go through. If you are one
of those cursed souls, it's happened to you all too often. You wake up,
eager to head off to the computer lab to work on your midterm proj
ect. You grab your neat little box of punch cards, in the vain hope that
the card to tape converter isn't out of order, again, and you can final
ly finish that chess program. Panic grips you as you think back to last
semester when you had a project due and the blasted converter broke
dovra, rendering your pathetic httle cards useless and putting that "I"
on your transcript.
You curse the Computer Science Department for buying that rehc
from the '50s, the UNTVAC, and think of how much better things
might be had the Computer Science Department not replaced those
modem computers, which every other university and possible post
graduate employer on the planet uses, with the UNTVAC.
But thus is the hfe of the computer science major at Suffolk
University, one characterized by an incredibly archaic curriculum.
Oh wait, it's not like that for you Comp Sci kids? Sorry if we're
incredulous, as joumahsm majors stuck with Suffolk's asinine ver
sion of copy editing we're a httle behind the times.
Every department at Suffolk has its share of superfluous courses
but none as glaring as the regression in CJN, dropping Desktop
Pubhshing from the curriculum for print joumahsm majors in favor
of picas and sizing wheels. Even the professors teaching the materi
al are aware of its uselessness, quahfying every lesson with "we no
longer use this method in our newsroom, but" before launching into
a pathetic justification for learning how to count headlines.
Even as part of that curriculum Desktop Pubhshing was an option
al general requirement, while the archaic course of copy editing per
sists as a requirement, an academic cockroach unchanged since its
debut at Suffolk. Though AP style education is vital, there has to be
some way that information could be folded into a copy editing course
which prepares students for the modem newsroom with modem
methods of layout and design.
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Opinion
U.S. wages silent war on
Colombians’ freedom
The British scholar Doug
Stokes aptly refers to the
conflict in Colombia as
"America's other war." For
half a century, the United

Jake H ess
States government and its
proxy in Bogota have been
waging a vicious terror cam
paign against reformist
social movements there,
both armed and unarmed.
Despite the facts that
some 70,000 people are
beheved to have died in the
conflict; that Washington's
ally has had the worst human
rights record in the hemi
sphere for years; and that
Colombia is the third largest
recipient of annual United
States' foreign aid, the war
continues to be waged essen
tially beneath the public
radar.
Official justifications for
United States intervention in
the impoverished Andean
country tend to shift as polit
ical conditions require.
Thus,
the
threat
of
"Communism,"
keeping
with the more general pat
tern, was invoked during the
Cold War. After 1989, it was
the "dmg war."
The Clinton administra
tion subsequently identified
"narco-guerrillas" as the
official enemy. Bush the
Second slightly revised the
vernacular; we're now told
that "narco-terrorism" is the
target of American involve
ment.
In fact, this is a classic,
colonial "dirty war," of the
sort normally associated
with Reagan and Central
America in the 1980s. The
major goal of the AmericanColombian campaign, to
quote
leading
Latin
American scholar Lars
Shoultz, has historically
been to “destroy permanent
ly a perceived threat to the
existing stracture of socio
economic privilege by elimi
nating the politick participa
tion of the numerical majori
ty."
Nevertheless, structural
inequities in the country including heavy concentra
tions of wealth, grinding

poverty in the countryside,
and an absence of open
pohtical space - have com
bined to sustain social move
ments, peaceful and violent,
opposed to the unjust status
quo.
Major victims and central
targets of the "dirty war"
have been labor unions,
teachers, human rights
activists and journalists.
International and Colombian
human rights organizations
have continuously imphcated paramihtary death squads
- well-known proxies of the
US-trained and financed
Colombian army - in 80 per
cent of the country's human
rights abuses (Left-wing
guerrillas are responsible for
a much smaller percentage).
In 2002 the government
of Alvaro Uribe - America's
staunchest ally in the region
- was responsible for a stag
gering 6,400 assassinations.
Despite the much-vaunted
"peace process" initiated by
Uribe, these atrocities are
continuing.
The alleged 'demobihzation' of death squads has
actually "resulted in [them]
being 'recycled' into the con
flict, still committing human
rights
violations
with
impunity,"
Amnesty
International
reports.
"Human rights defenders
continue to be threatened,
intimidated and killed by
paramihtary groups. Torture,
massacres, 'disappearances'
and killings of non-combat
ants are widespread and col
lusion between the armed
forces and paramilitary
groups continues to this
day," they conclude.
On his recent five-country
tour of Latin America,
President Bush described the
United States as a "passion
ate" county committed to
"social justice."
That was certainly news
to the people who live there.
The ugly tmth is that for cen
turies America's fundamen
tal "commitment" in the
region has been the protec
tion of the United States' cor
porate and geopohtical inter
ests.
The
aspirations
of
oppressed people, like
Colombian trade unionists
(or those in El Salvador or
Chile), have been viewed
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not as priorities, but as chal
lenges to unfettered United
States hegemony, to be sup
pressed with violence and
coercion if necessary. Marc
Grossman,
former
Undersecretary of State for
Pohtical Affairs, notes that
Colombian insurgents "rep
resent a danger to the $4.3
billion in direct United
States investment" there.
About half of the United
States exports are sold in the
Americas; by the year 2010,
it is expected that our trade
with Latin American coun
tries will exceed that with
the EU and Japan combined.
Propping up Ihe ihegitimate
social order in Colombia
serves the goal of "a contin
ued stability required for
access to markets" in the
area, "which is critical to the
continued economic expan
sion and prosperity of the
United States," to quote Gen.
Peter Pace, the chairperson
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Given these objechves of
United States intervention in
Colombia, it's small wonder
that the corporate-controlled
White House is so satisfied
with the Uribe regime.
In a region increasingly
controlled by left-leaning
governments.
The
Economist
describes
Colombia as "a rare wel
come for foreign oil compa
nies."
"Probably no one has ben
efited more" from Uribe's
pohcies "than energy com
panies," Energy Compass
magazine observes.
The
Financial Times praises "the
favourable investment cli
mate" in Colombia, which
"contrasts" with those of
other countries in the region"
and "charms oil and gas
investors."
America's Colombia poli
cy is scandalous. A just and
lasting peace in the country
requires a fundamental reori
entation of America's pohti
cal priorities.
Normal Colombians have
suffered from the ignorance
and
indifference
of
American citizens for long
enough; it's time to organize
ourselves to force the devel
opment of a more humane
foreign pohcy.
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Individual protest builds healthy anti-war movement
This piece originally appeared in the March 20 edition of
the Columbia Daily Spectator

It is the fourth anniversary of the Iraq War. But
despite the ever-rising number of deaths and casu-

David Harris
alties in Iraq, an escalation initiated by a delusion
al executive branch, and the claim that protest
undermines the troops, there seems to be no antivrar movement.
This is strange considering that the Iraq War is
quickly becoming our generation's Vietnam War.
In fact, it may be worse. The military-industrial
complex has had 30 years to devise more lethal
and "sophisticated" weaponry for the government,
none of which has prevented Americans from
dying at the hands of Improvised Explosive
Devices (read: booby-traps, just like in the jungles
of Southeast Asia) or prevented incidents of
"friendly fire" and "collateral damage." If we do
not end the Iraq War soon, it is destined to be a
worse mistake than the Vietnam War.
Yet despite these facts the anti-war movement
has failed to mobilize large numbers of people to
effectively protest the Iraq War. Why do people
today feel that the protests organized by the anti
war movement cannot make a difierence? What
makes the Iraq War different from the Vietnam
War?
One difference is the lack of a draft. A draft
would force students and the rest of the nation to

face the reality of war. If there were a draft, then it tion (by not paying taxes, in his case) and by writ
would be easy to suggest that opponents of the ing about his experiences in his essay, "Civil
war register as conscientious objectors and begin Disobedience." Without the text and its forceful
a mass campaign of civil disobedience that would, argument, his act would be a relatively private
I am sure, end the war.
affair and Emerson might have been justified in
Without a draft, there is no law on which to calling it "mean and skulking and in bad taste."
focus and inspire resistance. This changes the
But because Thoreau chose to act in accord
dynamic and necessarily requires a change in with his conscience alone, regardless of the con
methodology.
sequences, and then made his protest public by
The nonviolent protests of Gandhi and Kang's writing and speaking about it, he was able to
movements were in opposition to the unjust sys inspire, ultimately, millions of people.
tems of colonization and segregation, respective
"Civil Disobedience" is an utterly fearless doc
ly. Perhaps their methods of rallies and marches ument. It is a testament to the hberating power of
are not the models that protesters of the Iraq War just one night in jail, one act of nonviolent resist
should be seeking to emulate initially.
ance. A man who was tmly free wrote "Civil
The essence of Gandhi and King's methodolo Disobedience."
gy was individual non-cooperation with an unjust
Instead of waiting for a mass movement to
system, as they recognized that true freedom emerge or waiting for a draft that can be resisted,
comes from within. This principle was an out perhaps those of us opposed to this unjust war in
growth of Henry David Thoreau's individual act Iraq should find our own individual means of
of civil disobedience to the Mexican War. His resistance and then have the courage to make our
protest, like ours, was against an unjust war and, resistance public.
so, perhaps his is the example we should follow.
Wars are not stopped by words alone, like those
Wiile we wait for a leader or movement to spoken at poorly-attended rallies. Wars are
emerge in opposition to the war and present to us stopped by bodies, either those returning from the
the means to effectively protest, we forget that battlefield (wounded or lifeless) or those who are
Thoreau was one man acting in accord with his willing to commit themselves to direct non-coop
conscience.
eration by physically placing their consciences in
At the time he was not the leader of a move the gears of the machine.
ment, nor was he hoping necessarily to launch a
TTiough there is not a draft on which to focus
mass campaign. But his individual act of resist resistance, we can each identify a way in which
ance did not go unnoticed and his night in jail was we are personally complicit in the war and then
not in vain.
choose to end our cooperation.
Thoreau's quintessential moment is defined by
As Thoreau said, "Let your life be a countertwo events: the decision to practice non-coopera friction to stop the machine."

Are You Graduating?
The Office of Diversity Services would like to invite you to participate in our special recognition
ceremonies honoring Suffolk's AHANA (African American, Hispanic, Asian, and Native
American), International, and LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender) and ally graduates.
All Suffolk University graduates (undergraduate, graduate, law) are welcome.
GLBT and Ally Graduates:

AHANA and International Graduates:

Lavender Graduation
Thursday, April 19, 2007
3:30pm-5:00pm
Donahue Cafe

Passing of the Gavel
Friday, April 20, 2007
3:30pm-5:00pm
Donahue Cafe

http://www.suffolk.edu/campuslife/lavgrad.html

http://www.suffolk.edu/campuslife/pog.html

If you are a member of these communities and would like to be recognized at either ceremony,
please register with the Office of Diversity Services as soon as possible! The registration
deadline has been extended to Friday, March 23, 2007. Registration forms are available
from our website: www.suffolk.edu/diversity
Not graduating? Please join us at these events to celebrate the accomplishments of our soonto-be newest alumni! Guests are encouraged to RSVP online: www.suffolk.edu/diversity
Feel free to contact the Office of Diversity Services at 617.573.8613 for more information.
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preview

WSUB
Ian Griffner
Journal Staff

Suffolk’s TV Club WSUB is hosting
their bi-annual showcase Friday, April 6 at 7
p.m. AH films are student written, directed,
filmed and performed. The student show
case is comprised of movie shorts submitted
by WSUB members.
“Mercer”
Jimmy Dietz, a sophomore Marketing
and Communications major is submitting an
action film called "Mercer" about two for
mer killers against the mob. The title char
acter is a reformed hit man who is convinced
by an old friend into leaving retirement for a
seemingly innocent scouting job for the
mob.
What Mercer doesn't know is that the
actual job involves killing a member of the
mob who was caught by the police, before
he can turn against the mob to save himself.
Upon realizing he has been deceived,
Mercer fights with his former fiiend and
eventually agree to take on the mob.
Starring: Mike Settle, Dan Wilczynski,
Gustave Cadet and Tony Ortiz.
“150 Tlremont”

"150 Tremont" is a 16 minute comedy by
Gustave Cadet, a 26 year old
Communications major. The film follows
the Uves of orientation leaders when they are
not on the job. As the film documents the
side of orientation leaders most people do
not usually see it spoofs the dramatic situa
tions that arise in 150 Tremont in a manner
similar to the Dawson's Creek TV show.
Cadet was inspired by his close relation
ship with orientation leaders. This is evident
in the appearance of a number of Cadet's
friends and real orientation leaders playing

'll.
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“Puppyfllp” Is a short film about an arrogant girl and her struggles starring Jen “Shooby” Bagley and Matt Thompson.
themselves.
Starring: Mike Conte, Tony Ortiz,
Jeremy Shepard, Alyssa Lemenager, Carlye
Crosby and Amy Strong.
“Puppyflip”
Senior Jennifer Bagley, a Media major
presents a 13 minute film tentatively titled
"Puppyflip." The film is a mixture of differ
ent ideas Bagley has been toying with
throughout her time at Suffolk.
The film stars Bagley as a more arrogant
version of herself as she stmggles to come
up with an idea for the approaching show
case.
As the film version of Bagley attempts to
come up with an idea in time the audience
sees what is going through her head. Some
of the ideas that made their way into the film

include a situation with two hookers and a
piece about Bagley's mother.
Starring: Matt Thompson and Bobbie
Shay.
“Crunch Time”
Sophomore Jerry Glass, a Media major
submits the five minute film entitled
"Crunch Time." The film follows the com
plex daily lives of a group of businessmen.
The film is described as "boredom comedy"
and finds humor in the dull side of the char
acters' lives as well as using more tradition
al comedy.
One of the scenes in the movie include an
angry businessman named "Rick" practicing
Tai Chi. Another is an exact shot for shot
reproduction of a scene from the Quentin

Tarantino movie “Pulp Fiction.”
Starring: Jerry Glass, Matt Thompson,
Mike Carrier, Jen Bagley and Ryan
Connolly.
“Not In My Town”
Matt Thompson, 20, a Media and TV
Film major is submitting the film "Not In
My Town." The 30 minute long film is about
a group of policemen in a small, wealthy
town populated by drag abusing teenagers.
The policemen take the war on drags to a
new level and begin to use vigilante justice
on the teens. The film is a dark "dramedy,"
which features both dramatic and comedic
elements.
Starring: Matt Thompson, Jeremy
Glass, Mike Carrier, Eric Rhem, Alex Prifti
and Adam Glass.

Celtic punk returns to the hub L 114 TONY’S 114
Ian Griffner
Journal Staff

The newly reunited Pogues returned to
Boston for four shows beginning on March
9. For those who don't know, the Pogues are
an Irish band formed in the '80s that play a
mixture of Celtic folk music and old-school
punk rock. Think of it as The Chieftains
meets The Sex Pistols, or better yet.
Flogging Molly, only 20 years younger.
The Pogues always draw a crowd when
they play in Boston, and the March 10 show
at the Avalon was no different. The Avalon,
though not exactly a massive venue, was
packed as tight as it could get. The audience
for the show was an interesting cross section
of fans. The predominantly male audience
was made up of typical Bostonians, fami
lies, aging punks and the teenagers trying to
emulate them.
The opening act for the band was
William Elliott Whitmore, a solo act, who
alternated between banjo and guitar as he
played an interesting type of modem blues
inspired folk. Whitmore did a good job
warming up the crowd, though his set

dragged on.
When the Pogues finally took the stage it
was hard to know what to expect. Lead
singer Shane McGowan, known for enjoy
ing a drink now and as always, came out
completely wasted. He stumbled around the
stage brandishing a half empty bottle of
wine and a red felt cowboy hat that appeared
at least a couple sizes too small. As he
swayed his way towards the microphone it
looked like it would be an accomplishment
if he made it through his set without vomit
ing or passing out. These fears were intensi
fied as he leaned into the microphone and
attempted to greet the audience. Between his
thick Irish accent and his advanced level of
inebriation, he only managed to spout a few
lines of gibberish.
He then announced their first song, fit
tingly enough "Streams of Whiskey" from
their first album Red Roses for Me (Stiff
Records, 1984). The band starts up, and they
haven't lost a step. The vocals come in and
McGowan sounds just like he did 20 years
ago.
The Pogues followed this with one of
their classics and possibly their best known
song, "If I May Fall From Grace With God"

.^BRRBERS;
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from the album of the
same name. This was
one of the highpoints
of the concert, as
almost the entire audi
ence began singing
along, dancing and
even dodging the secu
r
rity crew to crowd surf.
A
'
Other
highlights
included popular songs
such as "The Boys
From the County Hell"
also from Red Roses
for Me and "Sunny
Photo courtesy of W.E.A.
Side of the Street"
from the album Hell's The Pogues played Avalon In a typical Irish fashlon...drunk.
Ditch (W.E.A., 1990).
The Pogues went on to play a 90 minute ble announcing songs, needing flautist
set complete with two encores and managed Spider Stacy to translate for him the entire
to keep up the energy. Though overshad night and on more then one occasion correct
owed by McGowan's antics, the rest of the him on the actual song being played, he still
band put on an incredible show. The crowd managed to put on a great show and man
was out of control all night and seemed to aged to sing a lot better then he could talk.
love every minute of it, dancing and singing
As always the Pogues left a lasting
along to slow songs such as "A Raining impression on Boston and the fans will have
Night in Soho" and "Kitty."
to hope they manage to stay together long
Though McGowan had continuous trou- enough to come back next year.

j.kua
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Marduk’s rebirth in sin
Janssen McCormick
Journal Staff

Two albums into their career renaissance
Sweden's Marduk stray further from the
hyperblasting wall of sound some would say
they perfected on Panzer Division Marduk
(Osmose Productions, 1999). Musically,
Marduk never fell short, they were damn
good at playing fast, if a bit generic, second
wave black metal. But despite some fans'
longing for the "good old days" former
vocalist Legion was a liability, employing
the same rasp on nearly every track the band
released. At the same time, the band's pro
duction was often the epitome of tinny black
metal, an aesthetic decision perhaps, but
extremely irritating considering the band's
chops. 2004's Plague Angel (Blooddawn
Productions) was something of a revelation
as Marduk found itself with a front man
with one of the most stunning vocal ranges
in black metal and an ironclad reputation for
lyricism in Funeral Mist's Arioch with
improved production which gave the band a
fuller sound.
And it is Arioch's influence that is dis
tinctly felt on Marduk's latest album Rom
5:12 (Blooddawn Productions, 2007), the
bibhcal reference of the title (it's Romans
5:12 by the way, "Wherefore, as by one man
sin entered into the world, and death by sin;
and so death passed upon all men, for that all
have sinned") being the first tip that the band
is now treading the paths of overtly religious

black metal that Funeral Mist did better than
anyone on Salvation (N.E.D.,2003).
Of course there are the standard Marduk
tracks that get by on constant blasting and
driving one good riff into the ground over
the course of three to four minutes, but with
the more organic sound of Arioch's vocals
and his prochvity for jarring changes in
pitch and tone mid-verse, its easy to see an
astonishing leap in quality from Plague
Angel and the rest of the bands' discography.
And in a wholly unexpected turn Marduk
employs clean vocals on the track "Accuser,
Opposer," though admittedly change isn't
necessarily a good thing as the track sounds
like a flaccid tribute to early-90s Bathory
records, a “One Rode to Asa Bay” with the
Satanism turned up. If you're a fan of both
bands it might be cool the first time you hear
it but guest vocalist, Naihmass Nemtheanga,
of Irish folk metalers Primordial, clean
vocals become quite grating on the second
hsten through, bringing any number of hor
rible Dimmu Borgir tracks to mind.
Yet the highhghts of Rom 5:12 come
when Marduk slows things down (well, at
least slow by their standards) specifically on
opener "The Levelhng Dust," a romp remi
niscent of Funeral Mist classic "Realm of
Plagues" and showcase for the band's new
found musical inspiration. While I previous
ly criticized Watain for making their sound
more "accessible" on their upcoming release
Sworn to the Dark (N.E.D./Season of Mist,
2007) it seems that Marduk, formerly one of
the more conventional black metal acts, are

Photo courtesy of Blooddawn Productions

Marduk blends classic tracks with their new direction to great effect on Rom 5:12.
following the left hand path with Arioch at
the fore.
Whether they'll take Funeral Mist or
Watain's mantle as the ehte of Swedish

black metal remains to be seen but Rom
5:12 presents a band more than capable of
living up to their legacies.

Mr. Scorsese finally gets a gold statue
Tabbatha Dio
Journal Staff

And the winner is...Martin Scorsese for
Best Achievement in Directing! Finally, on
Feb. 25, Martin Scorsese won a long over
due Oscar for his film The Departed (2006).
Scorsese had been nominated six times, five
of which were for Best Director, before
finally winning. Scorsese has previously
won both a Boston Society of Film Critics
Award and a Golden Globe award for Best
Director for "The Departed," but what
Scorsese really wanted was an Oscar.

"Could you double-check the envelope?"
was Scorsese's response when he walked up
on stage. Scorsese first received an Oscar
nomination for Best Director back in 1981
for "Raging Bull." Since then, his other four
nominations came from "The Last
Temptation of Christ" (1988), "Goodfellas"
(1990), "Gangs of New York" (2002) and
"The Aviator" (2004).
Scorsese graduated from New York
University as a film major in 1964. Since
then, he has directed numerous films that
have won both him and his actors multiple
awards.
To date, Scorsese has directed 17 differ
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A scene from Oscar winning movie, ‘The Departed,” In which Martin Scorsese
(above left) directed and had a cameo role.

ent actors in Oscar nominated
performances. Because of this,
many actors are dying to work
with him. Strangely, directing
Oscar-worthy actors did not
prove to be enough for Scorsese
to win an Oscar. "So many peo
ple over the years have been
wishing this for me," Scorsese
said during his acceptance
speech.
One has to wonder though;
did Scorsese really win his
Oscar because "The Departed"
was such a great movie? Or did
the Academy feel that they had
to give Scorsese an award
because he was long overdue? If
that's the case, then where is
Peter O'Toole's Oscar?
O’Toole has been nominated
eight times and still has not
received one. In the past,
Scorsese has directed movies
that are more Osear worthy than
Photo courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures
"The Departed," but has lost the
award to other directors such as Martin Scorsese flanlly got to give his acceptance
leading-men turned directors speech for Best Director after 5 nominations In pre
like Kevin Costner and Clint vious years.
Eastwood. Whatever the reason
for Scorsese's big win, there is no denying his Oscar.
that he deserved it.
Scorsese has also confirmed rumors of a
For those few people who have yet to see sequel and prequel, completing the trilogy
"The Departed," the movie is a South based on the Hong Kong film "Infernal
Boston mob epic where an Irish mafia Affairs."
leader places one of his brightest men (Matt
Depending on the script, the sequel
Damon) into the Boston PoUce Academy to would possibly include Robert De Niro
serve as his eyes and ears.
playing a high-ranking Senator or
Meanwhile, the pohce have also hired a Congressman who is part of the conspiracy
mole (Leonardo DiCaprio) to help the and would also bring back Mark Wahlberg's
department take down the mobster and his character. If the sequel does a well, then a
gang. "It's the first (movie) I tried to make prequel would follow, bringing back the
that has a plot," Scorsese said after winning original cast.
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Kaiser Chiefs
reiease 'Angry Mob’
Kevin Du

the band tries to capture an upbeat, energetic
sound, but lacks keyboardist Nick Baines'
ability to keep a song afloat. Even though
there are keyboards and piano on this album,
Baines has lost his flare.
However, there are a few ghmmers of
hope on the album. Tracks like "Highroyds"
and "I Can Do It Without You" display the
band's potential to keep up with fellow
British Invasion acts like Arctic Monkeys
and The Kooks.
"Everything is Average Nowadays" is a
catchy track, but seems uncomfortably sim
ilar to Billy Joel's song, "For the Longest
Time." On "Leamt My Lesson Well," the
band develops an unbalanced, almost schiz
ophrenic style. Starting with a soft piano
arrangement and soothing vocals, the track
quickly jumps into an old-school punk
revival with steady riffs and head-banging
beats.
All in all, this album wasn't a total disap
pointment, but Kaiser Chiefs have to be
careful of a sophomore slump.
The Kaiser Chiefs were able to grow;
instead of writing hysterical and rambunc
tious tracks, they were able to write songs
they felt had more emotion.
Nevertheless, with the success of
"Ruby," all the Chiefs have to do is maintain
their high-energy stage performances. As
long as they choose the right singles, they
will maintain their spot as one of Britain's
most successful modem exports.

Journal Staff

Hailing from Leeds, England, New Wave
quintet Kaiser Chiefs has released their
sophomore follow up to multi-platinum
debut, Employment (B-Unique, 2005).
Produced by Stephen Street, who also
produced Employment, Yours Truly, Angry
Mob (B-Unique, 2007) is lyrically darker,
dealing with lead singer Ricky Wilson's
inner turmoil, fame and more socially aware
issues.
The first single, "Ruby," which has
already hit #1 on the UK charts and #22 on
the U.S. Modem Rock charts, is a typical
Kaiser Chiefs track. It has simphstic guitars,
keyboard punches, manufactured drums and
the standard shout-a-long choras. The only
difference between this single compared to
singles off Employment is the delivery.
A sub par single can ruin the chances of
follow up success, regardless of debut sales.
For Kaiser Chiefs, the single isn't what they
should be worried about. It's the rest of the
album that's cause for concern.
A band is only as good as their front man
and on the new album, Wilson sounds rest
less and worn out. The single could easily
stand on its own, even with Wilson's lazy
vocal style, but it cannot support the rest of
the album.
On the third track, "Heat Dies Dovm,"

Photo courtesy of B-Unique Records

Kaiser Chiefs’ Employment, Yours Truly, Angry Mob not up to par with their previous
album and risk losing credibility.

Unity Week 2007

Many
Perspectives

March 19 through March 29
Suffolk University's Annual Celebration of Diversity and Community

UftOty WeeJo
Unity Week Fair
Tliursday, March 22
1-2:30 p.m., Student Activities Center, 4thfloor Donahue
Suffolk University’s cultural/ethnic student organizations share the
tastes, sights and sounds oftheir own cultures.

Unity Week Showcase and Reception
Thursday, March 29
7:00p.m., C. Walsh Theatre
Unity Week’s bigfinale with song, music, fashion, dance and
theatricalpeformances.

For the full listing of Unity Week events^ visit

wmv,.

OfigoLfig E(/erfvts
Faces of Suffolk Photo Exhibit
Monday, March 19 through Thursday, March 29
Donahue Student Activities Center Photo Gallery
and Sawyer Lounge and Cafe
Come experience Suffolk’s diversity through a series of
photographs capturing members of the Suffolk community
during our Centennial Celebration. The exhibit willfeature
individual and group shots of students, staff andfaculty.
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'Shooter’ far better
than anticipated
Ben Paulin
Journal Staff

Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures

Mark Wahiberg takes aim in the action thriller “Shooter” about a sniper and his
adventures to escape the government’s efforts to frame him.

'

Well it wasn't the sequel to “The Bourne
Supremacy,” though it did boast plenty of
action, twists and turns to draw such com
parisons. Based on the novel, “Point of
Impact” written by Stephen Hunter,
“Shooter,” a Paramount Pictures film, star
ring Mark Wahiberg is an action thriller
about a former Marine sniper who is set up
and framed by the government for attempt
ing to assassinate the President.
“Shooter,” directed by Antoine Fuqua,
who directed ‘Training Day” (2001) and
“The Replacement Killers” (1998).
Wahiberg stars as Bob Lee Swagger, a disgrantled former Marine sniper who was
deserted on a covert mission and left for
dead. After losing his spotter and best friend.
Swagger leaves the military and goes into
exile.
While hving on a mountain in a secluded
forest he is tracked down by Colonel Isaac
Johnson, played by Danny Glover, and is
told of an attempt to assassinate the presi
dent. Johnson urges Swagger to come out of
seclusion because his expertise is the only
thing that can save the President. Swagger
reluctantly agrees and comes out of retire
ment.
On the day of the president's speech,
while Swagger was doing everything possi
ble to thwart the assassination, he finds that
he has been set up and now is being framed

for the attempt on the President's life.
Swagger now must stay on the run from
numerous government agencies as well as
the dastardly group who set him up.
Help comes from the wife of his former
friend and spotter, whom he has never met
before.
Swagger must utilize all of his skills and
training, as well as some unorthodox tech
niques, in order to stay ahve and somehow
clear his name.
However there is a rookie FBI agent,
played by Michael Pena, who believes
Swagger is innocent. He is Swagger's lone
supporter in the FBI and as a rookie he does
not have much say.
Actress Kate Mara co-stars with
Wahiberg as Sarah Fenn, Swagger’s
deceased partner's widow. However, she
does not play the role of the prototypical
love interest; rather she is involved in almost
all of the action as one of the only people
that Swagger can trust.
The movie attempts to expose the under
belly of the darker, more sinister, side of our
government and those in power; the corrup
tion leads all the way up to the U.S. Senate.
To some extent, the filmdisplays the skill
and intelhgence needed to be a Marine
sniper. Swagger was the best in his field and
fends off several attempts on his life with his
trusty rifle.
Overall “Shooter” is worth the $10; the
movie was far better than expected, unless
you were expecting the sequel to “The
Bourne Supremacy.”

Recruiter on Campus!
Meet our
recruiter from
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.,

<imn^lTT7T;i:nnT?nrii

Thursday,
March 22,2007
in the Ridgeway

S

Building.

With nearly 500 employees at nine locations tiiroughout
Eastern Massachusetts, South Bay offers a network of
care that is sensitive to our clients' unique abilities and
focused on maximizing their independence. We offer
professional growth opportunities in positions like those
above and others listed on our website.
Photo courtesy of Warner Bros

Meet with us to iearn the many ways that you can build a career with South
Bay- For those who share our commitment to their careers, to their team and to die
families we serve. South Bay provides eidoisive training and licensed supervision, a
comprehensive benefits package and exdt'ng opportunities for professional develop
ment Enjoy the support and resources you would expect from an organization that
has been successful since im South Bay Mental Health Center is committed to
diversity and welcome bilingual and multicultural applicants.
To apply, please send your cover letter and r^ume to:
feo-urting, SBMHC, 37 Belmont Street Brodcton, MA 02301;
Fax: (508) 580-5162; E-maii: jobs@southbaymentalheaitli.com

A
ipr fhjfm

www.SottthBayMeRtalHealth.com
South Bay is on Ei)U3l Opporhinity Employer

A.

South Bay Mental Health Center

''TMNT"
Teenage IVIutant Ninja Turtles attempts to appeal to a younger audience
with a kid-friendly CGi offering, opening on March 23,2007.

:T/?e Suffolk Journal sincerely regrets reporting errors that
appeared in the Feb. 21 edition of the paper in an article titled
“Native American art is a smoke signal away."
The exhibit "Native New Yorkers" was hosted by the Gallery at
the New England School of Art & Design and Curator Charles
Giuliano. Located at 75 Arlington St., the exhibit featured the work
of artist Jaune Quick To See Smith.
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Almost ready for move-in
10 WEST rom page 1
amenities will be kept if Suffolk purchases
the building.
Because Suffolk is still in negotiations
and thus no occupancy date has been
reached, the university will have to go
through a series of meetings with the com
munity and a required public comment peri
od per the bureaucratic process associated
with purchasing dorm buildings.
"We've spoken with individuals in the
Downtown Crossing neighborhood, and the
support has been encouraging, although
we've gotten no official response from the
Downtown Crossing Association," said
Nucci.
Anne Meyers, President of the
Downtown Crossing Association, had no
comment on the proposed purchase.
While the administration is ironing out
the details of building a dorm in the Tremont

St. area, back on the Hill, the debate over the
planning process continues. Treasurer of the
Beacon Hill Civic Association David
Thomas said that "our [the BHCA] view is
that the approval of 10 West St. should be
done separate of the institution's master
plan. We want to avoid this being done in an
inadequate and not hurried way."
Thomas said Suffolk was "proceeding
opportunistically" in the 20 Somerset dis
cussions last year and out of that grew a
clear need for planning.
He also cites that the planning firm hired
last year during the 20 Somerset talks as an
opportunity from the outcomes of last years
talks, and is looking forward to a more thor
ough master planning process.
"It makes sense to have a new master
plan at a more reasonable pace," and to have
the 10 West St. done independent of the
master plan. "Let's not msh it," Thomas said.

The Suffolk Journal isn’t written by
elves.
Use your words.
Become a writer.

Meetings held weekly Tuesdays at
1 p.m. in room D428.

Send words of encouragement or
Letters of Complaint to
suffoikjournal@gmail.com

Colleen Koperek - Journal Staff

Students can possibly expect to move Into new dorms at 10 West St. as early as fall
2007.

mm
EVERY SEASON STARTS AT

SPORTIKG GOODS

Coining Soon! New store opening
in the Square One Maii in
Saugus!

isnnan

Do you love sports? Do you want a career with
a rapidly growing company? If so, then DICK'S
Sporting Goods is the company for you. We're
looking for friendly faces to provide great service
to our customers. Applicants must be at least 18
years old.

Great positions available:
• Sales Associates & Leaders - Apparel, Footwear,
Freight Flow, Team Sports, Golf, Lodge
(Hunting/Camping/Fishing)
• Cashiers
• Bike Technicians
• Running Specialists
• Fitness Trainer
• Maintenance/Operations
• Temporary Associates
• Golf Club Technician

EHS205 Fall 2007
Community Tutoring Program
This is your opportunity to receive college credit for tutoring
Elementaiy school children 35 hours a semester at the Josiah
Quincy School in Boston.

Why Work for DICK'S Sporting Goods?
•
•
•
•

Competitive Pay
Excellent Benefits
Employee Discount
Full and Part Time Schedules

Apply online at:
www.dickssportinggoods.jobs/newstores
Or call 1-888-383-9024 to apply.
Inten/iews by appointment only.

WIN BIG
BIGGER. FASTER. STRONGER. SMARTER.

(Jil 1
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The school is a 20 minute walk from Suffolk University. You
must tutor a minimum of 4 hours a week and attend a w'eekly
seminar held on campus on Thursdays, 10:00 am -11:15 am.

Please call Dr. Sheila M. Mahoney (617) 305-1993 for more
infomiation, or e-mail smahoney(^'suffolk.edu.
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You’ve Got News
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http://suffolkjournal.net

Regster now on our website and automaticaily receive
an Emaii Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headiine News * Coiiege Sports • Campus Caiendar
Locai Weather • Daiiy Horoscope
it’s the best way to stay informed... and it’s free.
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INTEGRATION(V^ONNEaiON
Explore the fascinating range of scholarship currently underway
at Suffolk University.

THURSDAY, MARCH 22

FRIDAY, MARCH 23

12pm, Registration, Sargent Hall
12pm - 8pm, Sessions
4:45pm, Reception

8am, Registration, Sargent Hall
9am - 4:30pm, Sessions
1 ] :30am. Lunch

Faculty, staff, students - all are welcome.
Admission is free, but space is limited. Advance registration is requested.
To register, visit www.suffolk.edu/provost/academicconference2007
or call Christina DiRico at 617.573.8222
Academic
Conference

2007

19J16-200G
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Rams start '07 season with strong streak
Cody Moskovitz
Journal Contributor

The sun was shining brightly in south
Florida when the Suffolk Ram's baseball
team excitedly kicked off their 2007 season
with a spring break trip to Fort Myers.
It was time to let the games finally begin
after the countless hours of hard work that
the entire team and staff had committed dur
ing the off season months. This year's team,
which combines a wide variety of both
youthful players and experienced veterans,
is looking continue the tradition of winning
for Suffolk and it's Athletic Programs.
Suffolk was entered in two different tour
naments; The Gene Cusic Collegiate classic
and the Port Charlotte invitational with host
venues in downtown Fort Myers and in local
suburbs of Port Charlotte and Cape Coral.
Both of these events draw national attention
from all levels of college baseball and serve
as a great way for teams to start off their
spring schedule.
The anticipation and excitement that the
Ram's had for this trip however was some
what dulled due to a shocking event that
stunned the entire athletic and national uni
versity community. When Suffolk arrived in
Horida on March 8 the high emotion of this
trip stretched far beyond the foul lines of the
newly groomed ballparks.
The incredible tragedy of the Bluffton

University baseball's team fatal bus crash
left many with heavy heart's at the tourna
ment's inset. On March 2, during the
Bluffton team's bus trip down to Florida to
compete in the same events, the bus ran out
of control, kiUing four student athletes, the
bus driver and driver's wife.
As the American flags at all the fields
were held at half mass deep out in straight
away center field, people could not help but
think about this terrible tragedy and further
appreciate the opportunity to be a college
athlete and not take life for granted. Despite
the shock of the Bluffton story, the hot dogs
were ready, the Gatorade was cold and the
games were ready to begin.
Suffolk came out very strong winning
their first game against Coe College, but
suffered a setback in their second game to a
stingy Scranton club. The Rams came back
with a strong ran the rest of the week,
including two separate three-game winning
streaks with just 2 more losses sprinkled in
the middle. Overall, with seven wins, just
three losses and one rain out, the team
looked in fine form and gelled together well
at this early stage in the season.
The Rams got sound pitching and
defense and displayed an explosive offen
sive attack that including them outscoring
their opponents a total of 113 - 55 over their
10 games.
The "ping" of the ball striking the alu

minum bats could be heard back on Beacon
Hill as the Rams smashed a total of eight
team home runs and had a balanced offen
sive attack 1 through 9 in the lineup.
Senior
Captain
Catcher
Marc
Exarhopoulos who contributed to the
offense as a consistent power hitter the
entire week said that the "many hours spent
on and off the field" in Florida helped the

12

Photo courtesy of the Athletics Department

The baseball team united during the
season’s spring kickoff to take seven
wins.
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team to "gel together" and "perform well in
all areas of the game." "X" as he is com
monly referred to said that the team "played
hard, even in the losses" and just needs "to
carry over the good performances from this
trip."
Sophomore pitcher Reid Jackson, who
was effective in earning two wins including
a complete game against Benedictine
University said that this trip "met and
exceeded the team's expectations at this
early stage of the year."
He mentioned that "it was easy and fun to
pitch with good ran support" provided by
the Suffolk hitters and feels confident that
the teams off season work "will continue to
pay off down the stretch."
The Rams will look to stay strong and
keep on rolling as they begin their northern
regular season and conference schedule dur
ing the final March weekend with trips to
both Daniel Webster College and Western
New England College.
With the shadow of the Bluffton tragedy
now in the rear view mirror with the closing
of these competitions, aill college teams will
unquestionably remember this tragic inci
dent but move on and continue to love col
lege athletics and enjoy the national pastime
as Suffolk did during this trip.
The baseball team faces off against
Daniel Webster in a double header on
March 24 beginning at noon.
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Softball hopes to continue success from '06
Tim Rosenthal
Journal Staff

After a 32-10 record in 2006, and a trip to
the conference finals and later the ECAC
playoffs, the Suffolk softball team will look
to improve on that status in 2007.
Head Coach Vicki Schull is entering her
second season as the head softball coach.
She had many thoughts on the upcoming
season.
"What we have improved on is our
offense," said Schull. "We have a good Uneup one through nine and I think we will be
able to score a lot of runs."
The Rams seem to have improved on
offense, but it will be pitching and defense
that usually determines where the team is
going.
"We will have three pitchers; Jess
Feniera and Jenna Mourey will be pitching
for the first time in college and will see the
majority of the time with sophomore left
hander Rebecca Schalit coming in to relief,"
noted Schull.
Schalit is a first year sophomore. There
are quite a few of these on the roster, includ
ing middle infielder Marie Trainor and third
baseman Kayleigh Champigny, who will
also be playing in the outfield.
Last year's GNAC rookie of the year and
All-American Jess Feniera will again play a
major role as she will take the mound for the
first time in her collegiate career. Also of
note, Feniera will move from second base to
shortstop when she is not pitching.
"Shortstop is Jess' true position," com
mented Schull. Last year Feniera started in
every game at second base.
Her numbers were exceptional, with a

.428 average, 13 home runs and 58 RBI's.
With a move to shortstop we will probably
see improvement in Ferriera's defense as she
moves to her natural position.
Suff^olk's first home game is not until
March 23rd, but the Lady Rams will have
plenty to look forward to before that in the
upcoming trip to Florida. "We want to see
improvement," said Schull. "It is hard with
the facilities to get some of the stuff we need
to get done."
The first game for the Lady Rams will be
on Sunday, March 11 as they take on
McDaniel and Springfield College in a dou
bleheader. "The first few games we will
look for a balanced production from the
offense, solid defense, and for the pitchers to
throw strikes or get ground balls," replied
Schull.
The captains of the 2007 softball team
are senior Jackie Zwicker and junior Jenna
Mourey.
But coach Schull points out that,
"Everybody is a leader in their own way. We
are a young and small team with only 12
players. There is good balance and no one is
afraid to be a leader."
It will be hard to tell during the first few
games where the softball team will be head
ed, but this year's team should bring excite
ment to each and every game.
UPDATE: The Rams were able to snatch
out a win in Florida during Spring Break as
they defeated the Mass.
College of Liberal Arts 12-8. The
Softball team will open up conference play
Friday as they take on Johnson and Wales on
Friday and Norwich on Saturday.
Both games are scheduled as a doubleheader.
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Journal File Photo

The Suffolk softball team hosts two teams for four games this weekend as the Lady
Rams begin GNAC play.

Division i ice Hockey Tournament Preview
Todd Olsson
Journal Staff

While the common American sports fan
has a heart attack about how Wisconsin,
Kevin Durant, and an inaccurate George
Mason pick have messed up their flawless
bracketology strategy. New England hockey
fans have their own reason to smile this
March for the NCAA Division I Men's Ice
Hockey tournament.
Sixteen of the best collegiate teams com
pete next week for a chance to play in the
Frozen Four in April and a college hockey
championship. Five of the teams hail from
Hockey East; Boston College, Boston
University, the University of New
Hampshire, and the University of
Massachusetts.
The UNH Wildcats (26-10-2, 18-7-2
Hockey East record) are an at-large bid
selected as the top seed in the Northeast
Region and will face the Miami Redhawks
(23-13-1,16-8-4 CCHA record).
The Wildcats dominated the Hockey
East, earning the regular season championship-but not before ending the season on
a 1-4-1 skid.
In the Hockey East playoff champi
onship, UNH was completely worked by the

BC Eagles in a 5-2 loss.
Steady defense all year has supported a
strong performance in the crease by junior
Kevin Regan, who leads the nation in save
percentage (.936).
The Wildcats will need Regan to be in
form in order to advance he looked shaky in
his last start, allowing four goals. Their
offense needs to find its form, struggling to
produce goals in the conference tournament.
While Miami should not be reason to
worry for a program of UNH's caliber, they
have dropped the previous three to their
potential opponent should they advance;
Boston College.
The Eagles (26-11-1, 18-8-1 Hockey
East record) are the second seed in the
Northeast region, slated against the St.
Lawrence Saints (23-13-2 overall, 16-5-1
ECACHL record) in the first round. The
Eagles may not win the Beanpot, but always
seem to end their season skating downhill.
Captain Brian Boyle led Hockey East in
points (17 goals, 33 assists, 50 points), play
ing forward for the regular season.
Boyle switched to the blue line for the
Hockey East Playoffs, and Coach Jerry York
affirmed he will be a defenseman for the rest
of the year. Boston College is arguably the
hottest team in the nation. The Eagles are

outscoring opponents 47-18 on their current
ten game winning streak.
Nathan Gerbe (23-18-41), Brock
Bradford (18-22-40) and Benn Ferriero (2222-44) frustrate goaltenders on a nightly
basis. Goaltender Cory Schneider has frus
trated shooters lately. His stats prove it with
a .923 save percentage while only giving up
2.19 goals per game. The Eagles appear to
have the talent and momentum to make a
deep run towards a national championship.
The Maine Black Bears (21-14-2,14-121 Hockey East record) are the third seed in
the East Region, facing St. Cloud State (2210-7, 14-7-7 WCHA record) in the first
round. Although the Black Bears have
made deep mns in this tournament recently,
they have lost four games in a row.
Their last win was on Feb. 24 against
Merrimack (who only had three wins in
2006-2007), a team that sits at the cellar of
their conference. Maine does have the best
power play percentage in the nation (25.3%)
and sophomore Ben Bishop should be back
in goal.
The UMass Minutemen (20-12-5,15-9-3
Hockey East record) are the fourth seed in
the Eastern region, bracketed with the
Clarkson Golden Knights (25-8-5, 13-5-4
ECACHL record). The Minutemen have

proved this year they can skate with the
powerhouses of Hockey East, sweeping
Maine in two consecutive weekends and
pushing UNH in to double overtime.
Sophomore Jon Quick (18-11-5, 2.20
GAA, .928 saves percentage) has made a
name for himself, quietly becoming among
the best goaltenders in college hockey. If
Quick continues stealing goals in the tour
nament, then college sports may have just
found George Mason on ice.
A young and fast team, the Minutemen
spread their scoring around but their offense
is second worst in the tournament. An
inability to find the back of the net could
seriously hurt UMass' chances in their first
ever tournament appearance.
Favorites to win the championship
include Notre Dame (31-6-3,21-4-3 CCHA
record) and Minnesota (30-9-3, 18-7-3
WCHA record).
The Fighting Irish are the number one
team in the country going into the tourna
ment, and the Golden Gophers have
advanced to the Frozen Four in four of the
last six tournaments, winning the champi
onship in 2002 and 2003.
They were the only two teams in college
hockey to double as regular season and con
ference tournament champions.

